
Letter to the Editor 

ተጠያቂነትን ገንብተን ድርጅት
አፍራሾችን እናጋልጥ!

ከአቶ ሰውየው
Thanks God that Ethiopia has strong children like you who will not late her kneeled by different enemies. 

Yes, indeed, a very strong commentary you did. It is been too long since people were sleeping with YeluNgta. As 
you know, I was screaming for so long to expose against some of those who claimed to be opposition leaders, 
responsible for damage. When I did that, many attacked me and many threaten to kill me. The threats were not 
only from TPLF and EPLF  OLF supporters, many times it was from the so called Ethiopian Opposition 
party supporters. I posted some of the threats and the hate on the Internet media  they emailed me when I did try 
to expose opposition leaders who did a huge damage to our unity and strength. Yes, they have to be challenged 
as any individuals if they do not act right. It is unacceptable to honor them if they confuse the public, as you 
rightly expose it.
 

No enemy stays too long unless the opposition leaders and supporters are too silly to identify durable 
and genuine opposition leader that has constant history of strength in the field of the struggle. Keep up the good 
work my brother Ato Sewyew. Opposition leaders need to understand that they can't be immune from being 
criticized by the public or by media editors. Their "Blind Bee" need to also understand that they need to go back 
to the old files of our struggle in the Diaspora and learn from it that to follow  agents of deceive blindly after 
fleeing from Addis Ababa and live in the Diaspora for 3/4 years. Those Blind bees should  try to stay away from 
empty emotion and slow down and look who is who in their back ground if they need a genuine opposition 
leaders than to join the "Ho ho group". Trust me TPLF is the weakest group to hit if oppositions could have had 
the unity, unfortunately, there are so many half baked supporters that give TPLF a chance to survive by 
supporting "political traders". Thanks Ato Sewyew again. My endless respect for you sir!

                                                             Getachew Reda
                                                 Editor Ethiopiansemay.blogspot.com
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